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ABOUT THE NEWSLETTER 
 

The IAF Europe Newsletter is published monthly by the IAF Europe Regional Team for  members of the 

International Association of Facilitators living within Europe. 

Editor: Rosemary Cairns 

Design: Christian Grambow | www.christiangrambow.com 

Contributors: Merima Alić, Glenn Barbeisch, Ivor Bundell, Chris Corrigan, Mirza Efendić, IAF Geneva Conference 
Team, Patricia Kambitsch, Ewen LeBorgne, Slađana Milošević, Mladen Mirosavljević.  

Cover picture: Young people from across Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) attended a recent workshop to discuss 
their ideas for the future directions of their country, facilitated by Merima Alić, Mirza Efendić and Mladen 
Mirosavljević. You can find their story about this workshop in this month’s Newsletter.  
This picture shows (from left to right) Igor Tokić, President of the Trade Union – Youth, Sarajevo; Ivana Sandić, 
New Socialist Party & FES Political Academy, Banja Luka; and Dražen Crnomat, NGO&FES Political Academy, 
Banja Luka. (Photo by Slađana Milošević) 
 

Please send your contributions to your Newsletter to rosemary.cairns@iaf-europe.eu 

 
Our eyes didn’t have it – a correction to the April Newsletter 

Anna Geyer and Fran O’Hara wrote a brilliant article, The Eyes Have It – Celebrating the fun and pos-
sibilities of visual communication at the Facilitators Practice Group, for the April 2012 IAF Europe News-

letter. We apologize for some errors that marred the article’s presentation. 
The last sentence should have read: “The potential opportunities for collaborative working are vast.  

The success of FPG 5 has been down to the generosity of facilitators, the unfailing energy of organisers 

and the contributions members make to each event.  I can’t wait for FPG 6!” 
The quotation in blue on page 6, should have been attributed to Tom Hitchman of the Carbon Liter-

acy Forum. 
The graphic on page 15 should have been attributed as follows: Visual map from FPG5 by Fran O’Ha-

ra. 

And finally, we missed telling you about one of the authors: 
Fran O’Hara is a communications specialist, with a 20 year+ international career which includes 

working for Disney in Hong Kong and LA, being a University Lecturer, and working extensively as a 
design and training consultant in a range of sectors. Her primary focus is on creating ‘new tools for 

the new workplace’, using design, visual-led facilitation and business strategy to bring clarity and in-

crease engagement – and having fun in the process… She is Creative Director of the Scarlet Design 
Group.  www.franohara.com  
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“In Search of the Future of BiH”  
 

by Merima Alić, Mirza Efendić and Mladen Mirosavljević  

Bosnia and Herzegovina is a country that still 

faces the wounds of the recent war. Its society is 
deeply divided along ethnic and religious lines.  

These divisions are particularly visible among 
young people, who are strongly influenced by daily 

politics and a great number of media that addition-

ally instigate divisions within the society. Institu-
tionally, the structure of the state, divided into 

entities and cantons, additionally emphasises eth-
nic differences and distance between the people of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). 

The goal of the workshop In Search of the Fu-

ture of BiH was to bring together young people 

from the entire territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
and to enable their networking so that they would 

try together to define their vision of the future of 
the state they want to build.  

As well as providing them with an opportunity 

to have a structured dialogue and to focus on their 
shared interests, the workshop aimed to develop a 

platform from which these young people could 

strive for a more just and a more progressive BiH in 
the long run. 

 

A complex group 
When working with any group, facilitators know 

that its structure greatly determines methodology, 

instruments and approaches. This group possessed 
all the characteristics of an exceptionally complex 

group; therefore, the ideal concept for the work-

shop was an “open” methodological concept.  
The group comprised some 70 young people of 

different personal backgrounds and from different 
spheres of social and professional life. For a coun-

try like BiH, an additional complexity was caused 

by different geographic, ethnic and even political 
affiliations, and in all those aspects, our group was 

quite diverse. An additional element of complexity 
was the fact that group members had different 

levels of knowledge, skills and experiences. 

FES Forum (photos: FES staff  and  Slađana Milošević ) 
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Process 

Past   
While preparing the methodology, the usual 

work plan of future planning had to be modified 
and brought closer to our group, especially giv-

en that it is an advanced method. Due to differ-

ent perceptions of truth about our war and post-
war past, we could not apply the usual first 

phase of the Future Search – the analysis of the 

past - because that would have meant opening 

a ‘Pandora’s Box’ which would not have been a 
good foundation for later phases of the work.  

That is why we opted for a modified ap-

proach. We asked a question, “Why do I like to 
live in BiH?” In this way, participants were di-

rected to think about the positive sides of life in 
BiH. 

In this respect, this BH Future Search dif-

fered from usual Future Searches held across 
the world. Although we made this diversion 

from the classic application of the Future Search 
method, our results, in terms of form and con-

tent, are very similar to those achieved by ap-

plying the original concept.  
 

 

Present 
Successfully completing this first and most 

risky part of the exercise created good precondi-

tions to proceed in the same direction. We de-

cided to create a big mind map in order to col-
lect and group as many pieces of information 

and trends as possible.  
Technically, for this kind of group, given its 

size and structure, an exceptionally large space 

for writing had to be created visually and the 
facilitators had to plan well for how the content 

identified by participants would eventually be 
developed and grouped. 

Another challenge was to moderate this kind 
of a “brainstorming”, given that, although the 

space in which they worked was very good, the 

group’s size and structure required a very active 
and somewhat authoritative moderator. Other-

wise, it would have been almost impossible to 
organise the group’s thinking rationally and sys-

tematically, which was the precondition for good 

implementation of the next phases. 
One facilitator moved through a very dynam-

ic group and instantly turned into a moderator, 
thus making the process more rational. Finally, 

FES Forum (photos: FES staff  and  Slađana Milošević ) 
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the result was excellent and almost everything that 

the group searched for was well structured and 
usable.  

It is important to emphasise that the course of 
considerations within the group was negative al-

most from the beginning to the end. However, hav-

ing predicted such a course of events, the facilita-
tors brought the group to the point of realising that 

their approach was negative, which made them 

channel their frustrations in an affirmative and 

constructive direction. 

While this was a risk that could have had a 
different outcome, it is definitely a process that 

can be controlled and channelled by facilitators 
with the aim of achieving results that are useful for 

the next phases. 
 

Future! 
Once the first phases had been finalised suc-

cessfully, participants themselves realised that it 
was possible to find a common language and 

achieve concrete conclusions. Driven by such ener-
gy and by their creative approach, participants - 

each according to his/her own affinity - were divid-

ed into working groups: advertisement, image, and 
word.  

Our wish was to make the participants follow 
the chronology of previous phases and to build on 

the achieved results, thus upgrading, in a creative 
fashion, the part relating the future visions of BiH. 

Facilitators tried constantly to link the one phase 

with another, so that a clear link could be main-
tained and the risk of digressing and inconsistent 

results could be avoided.  
 

Small groups and action plans 
After presenting Visions of Future for BiH 

through an advertisement, an image and a word, 

participants identified the areas to work in so that 
situation could improve. 

Based on this information, participants were 
divided into thematic groups in which they devel-

oped action plans and project ideas necessary for 
solving the problems identified earlier. After hear-

ing the presentations, participants voted for priori-

ty projects by fixing stickers next to plans, i.e. pro-
jects of their choice.  

Their next task was to create a structure of 
participants’ organisation in the future, and the 

working groups proposed many different ideas for 

doing so. Due to the diversity of technical solu-

tions, we thought that selecting an adequate struc-
tural model during the session itself would be diffi-

cult and risky. 
Thus we decided that voting should be done 

electronically after the session, and offered this 

opportunity to participants through a web applica-
tion. This turned out well: participants voted indi-

vidually for the various proposals, and one of the 

proposals proved to be the most widely accepted. 

 

Post-workshop period 
In cooperation with the client, the facilitators 

created a Facebook fan page through which partici-

pants later communicated and exchanged infor-

mation, as well as a web page with basic infor-
mation they needed to continue developing their 

initiative. There, they developed very strong per-

sonal contacts and continued communicating on 

other projects as well. Currently, attempts are be-

ing made to find an adequate source of funding for 
the selected model so that it could be applied in 

daily practice. 
 

Energizers!!! 
 All those who had an opportunity to do this 

exercise in the Balkans, evidently had problems 
with energizers and non-conservative techniques of 

raising the group dynamics. As an exceptionally big 

group and limited space did not offer too much 
time, we opted for “logical”, quick, efficient and 

interesting energizers. 
 

Mentoring 
Aided by the selfless and dedicated assistance 

of our mentor Slađana Milošević, we opted for the 
Future Search method since it is exceptionally ade-

quate and applicable for work with big groups and 

in complex situations. As mentor, Slađa was able to 

observe events from a different angle as the pro-

cess developed, which enabled her to see and pre-
dict potential scenarios and to direct and empower 

our team with her excellent advice. 
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS 

Merima Alić is project coordinator at the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, responsible for Trade Union cooperation and political 

education for youth. During a one year period (2011/2012), she has earned a 

certificate on completion of the training of trainers course “Basic and 

advanced facilitation skills” organized by FES BiH and Mobilis Serbia.  

 

Mirza Efendić is project coordinator at VESTA Association in the field of Anti

-corruption measures and programs at Universities. He is a certified trainer on 

Anti-corruption, and during 2011/2012, he earned a certificate on completion 

of the training of trainers course, “Basic and advanced facilitation skills”, 

organized by FES BiH and Mobilis Serbia. 

Mladen Mirosavljević teaches marketing and public relations at Banja 

Luka College and Nezavisni Univerzitet Banja Luka (Independent University 

Banja Luka). After graduating from the Faculty of Political Sciences in Sarajevo, 

Mladen engaged in extensive study in management, marketing, public 

relations and media, both independently and through master's level and 

doctoral studies in marketing and public relations. His area of academic 

research and interest is wide, and he is currently focused on sharing his 

knowledge and skills with others to aid them in being more successful in their 

work. 

FES Forum (photo: FES staff ) 
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Harnessing  
the power  
of introverts  
A LinkedIn discussion  
By Ewen Le Borgne  

Introverts are definitely the talk of town then… After a last 

post touching upon the matter of introverts and social media, I 
landed in a fascinating LinkedIn discussion about introverts and 

how to facilitate workshops so as to harness their power. 
Emma Konopka started this conversation on the basis of a 

blog post and of the TedTalk video by Susan Cain: The power of 

introverts : 
“…what (more) I could do to make sure introverts have a 

voice in workshops, and whether/how I could build in some 
solitude in my sessions. What do you do? And what do you 

think of the TED Talk?” 

About 18 rich responses came in from 14 different people. I 
hereby attempt to summarize them according to the main 

patterns of the conversation. 

 

Who are introverts? 
Clearly there was some ambiguity as to what is meant with 

being an ‘introvert’, as Susan Cain explains herself in the video. 

A key point is that introverts are not ‘shy people’ but rather 

people that give their best in a quiet environment. We probably 
all fall on a continuum from introvert to extrovert and as Viv 

McWaters mentioned, we can allow ourselves to be introverts or 

extroverts, depending on the situation. Even though most of us 

probably identify with one end of the spectrum more easily. 

 

Recognising and using divesity 
Another crucial hint from many participants is to recognise 

and accept diversity and to design and implement an event 

according to the different learning styles in presence. Keith
Warren Price wonders why quiet people should be forced in any 

direction. “People work best in their preferred styles.” Whether 

we like or believe in the theory of learning styles, there is 

something going for embracing diversity and using it. And it 

starts before the event… 

 Don't we all need our individual thinking space?  
(credits: Jerry Cooke / FlickR) 
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Being introvert-friendly? It starts before 
the event 

The whole design of the event or workshop 
ought to be ‘introvert-friendly’. Pamela Lupton-

Bowers reveals that planning activities should 
recognise and allow different learning styles. 

Discussing this with other organisers helps get 
that message across and embed different 

practices in the workshop which put all 

participants at ease and in a position to 
collaborate. 

One of the best ways to empower introverts – 
as recommended by five participants – is to 

prepare activities before the event takes place – 

particularly if there is a specific question that 
needs to be asked to participants. This can be 

done through either a short questionnaire/ 
reflection sheet – as suggested by Elizabeth Mc 

Donnell – an email or a flipchart sheet on a wall 

as hinted by Rosemary Cairns. Using that pre-
thinking during the workshop (as suggested by 

Monica Bolland) also matters to pay attention to 
introverts. 

 

Embracing diversity in practice,  
during the event 

Once at the event, embracing diversity 

translates into several approaches and tools… 

��Monica Bolland recommends using Team 

Ground rules to set up a team process and 
ensure that all participants have a way to 

contribute. 

��In line with this, I personally mentioned it’s a 
matter of getting participants acquainted with 

one another and appreciate each other. Along 
these lines, Debjani Biswas also suggested 

reading comments others have written about 

themselves. 
��Elizabeth Mc Donnell recommends a mix of 

processes for group and individual working 
(with people going to work on their own) – 

although of course, all of this depends “on the 

purpose, time and context of the work”. 
��Elisabeth Tepper Kofod praises the ‘Whole 

Person Process Facilitation’ approach of 
“Sitting in circles (to insist on the equality 

among participants as suggested by Thomas 

Herrmann)… acknowledging hopes and fears… 
understanding learning styles… understanding 

preferences (visual, auditory, kinesthesic) and 

allowing for different moments of interaction” 
��Using visuals (photos and postcards) helps 

connect participants to their personal side and 
creates opportunities for introverts to express 

themselves. Keith Warren Price also points 

that: ”cards, shapes, colours and specific 
processes and big pinboards” help celebrate 

that diversity better than flipcharts and 

whiteboards. He further suggests using ‘idea 

galleries’ rather than group presentations, to 

facilitate questions and establish common 
ground. 

��Using auditory or kinesthetic activities (voting 
with your body e.g. on a continuum) also 

brings people in a different dynamic that might 
give better chances for introverts to express 

themselves and rely on their preferred learning 

style. 

��Drawing, writing, reflecting, along talking… all 

activities that resort to different parts of our 
personality help in accepting that diversity and 

creating better options for introverts (and 

actually everybody). 
 

Interactions between introverts and 
extroverts in plenary groups: 

The other side of the coin is to ensure that 

extroverts do not monopolise air time when in 

plenary. Ensuring a balance between them and 
introverts is a must. On top of other approaches 

recognising diversity, these approaches 
specifically address the introverts-extroverts 

balance. 

��A talking stick can be a great device to give a 
chance to all, as hinted by Thomas Herrmann. 

��Talking one after another – in whatever way – 
also naturally creates space for everyone. 

��Rosemary Cairns evokes the ‘three toothpicks’ 
technique, based on an old Quaker method 

whereby “As you spoke, you had to throw 

down a toothpick. Once you had thrown all 3 
toothpicks, you could no longer speak”. 

��Because introverts might need more thinking 
space in groups, Fern Richardson suggests 

asking extroverts to express themselves before 

moving on to an introvert, to not ‘put them on 

the spot’. If that is not enough, Debjani Biswas 

recommends moving “from popcorn 
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brainstorming to formal, person by person 

brainstorming”. 
��The balance is also about making participants 

aware of their role in the whole group: Pamela 
Lupton-Bowers explains: “I encourage the 

extroverts to be more aware of when they 

might be hogging the space, but I equally 
remind introverts to notice when they are 

holding back from sharing an idea that might 

unlock a situation or solve a problem. We all 

have obligations and responsibilities to the 

success of the meeting.” Viv McWaters echoes 
this “I try and create an environment in which 

people can contribute if they wish”. 
 

Thinking space during the event: 
If introverts are to find their place in an 

event, they have to find a safe space for thinking. 

The TED video and some participants emphasised 

that there is currently a strong bias towards group 

interactions and collaboration rather than 
individual work (which a few references I blogged 

about in that previous post argue against). It is 
therefore all the more important to create 

thinking space for introverts during the workshop, 

by e.g.: 
��Planning moments of individual work, work in 

pairs and small groups. 

��Involving participants in social reporting, 

blogging etc. and using those as inputs to the 
workshop to share introverts’ gems. 

��Rosemary Cairns recommends ensuring a safe, 

quiet space where people can relax and think 
individually somewhere in or around the 

venue, perhaps outside. 
��Giving time to participants to think when 

asking questions. Fern Richardson suggests 

another 10-15 seconds of reflection before 

moving on to the next question. 

��Similarly, encouraging individual reflection 
before getting back to group brainstorming. 

��Responding on paper rather than verbally. 

 

The role and responsibility of the 
facilitator: 

In all of this, clearly the facilitator has the 
sacred role of creating the space for a certain 

dynamic that includes and involves introverts. In 
the conversation, I mentioned that it is something 

that needs to be built in from the start and 

followed gradually, by letting people know each 

other, co-create the dynamics according to the 
initial ground you have created for them. 

And indeed it’s your job as a facilitator to 
make all people feel valuable and able to 

contribute. Rewarding (verbally) the 

thoughtfulness of (introvert) participants 
encourages those participants to share more. 

At the end of the day, together with Nic 

Stephen we recognise that for us facilitators, it is 

a matter of being flexible on group work and 

collaboration, but also of putting the 
responsibility on the group to develop the 

dynamics further: Keith Warren Price reminded all 
that “the essence of what we call Pinpoint 

Facilitation is to ensure the group does all the 
work, not the facilitator.” 

 

Additional Information 
��Howard Gardner’s theory of Multiple Intelligence 

��Whole Person Process Facilitation 
http://km4meu.wordpress.com/2012/04/09/

harnessing-the-power-of-introverts-a-linkedin-
discussion/ 

 

 
 

Ewen Le Borgne is knowledge sharing 

and communication specialist at the 

International Livestock Research Institute 

(www.ilri.org) where he works on 

knowledge management, communication 

and monitoring and learning activities 

across various projects in Ethiopia and 

beyond Africa. Ewen is senior editor of the 

Knowledge Management for Development 

Journal. He blogs (personally) on:  

http://km4meu.wordpress.com. 
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The purpose of practice 
is practice  
By Chris Corrigan | Graphic by Patricia Kambitsch  

We talk about the Art of Hosting as a 

practice. It is a way of being with self and other. 
This is sometimes a difficult concept to 

understand, because the world is full of lots of 
instructions about what to do.  

Telling me what to do is very useful in 

situations where I am doing things that can be 

repeated. For example, if I am building a cabinet, 

fixing a car, creating a budget or processing a 
claim, then you can give me a set of instructions 

that will be very helpful in most situations. Of 

course there is an art to all of these, which is to 
say there is almost always some part of the 

context of these activities that require me to be 
smart and creative and solve a little problem here 

and there. But in general, these kinds of tasks 

can be taught. 

But what happens when we are confronted 

with a huge question, for which the answers are 
unknown? What happens when things shift in 

ways that we have never trained for? What do we 
do then? 

If you have trained as a martial artist or as 

an athlete, you will know that only with practice 
can you be ready to face the unexpected and 

create a good outcome. In martial arts, the point 

of training is not to rehearse every single 

situation so that you can create a logic tree of 

what to next.  
Rather the point of training is to actually get 

to a place where you don’t need to think about 
what to do next. It helps you to react wisely, 

rather than blithely. When confronted with the 

fight of your life, you act from clarity and calm 
and resourcefulness, none of which you can learn 

in the moment. 

 

 

Many learning journeys daily 
It is the same with the Art of Hosting. Art of 

Hosting workshops are not “trainings” in the 
typical sense of the word. Rather they are 

practice grounds – dojos if you will – where we 

can come together to spend a few days in a 
heightened sense of conscious awareness about 

what it takes to create and hold space for good 
conversations.  

In other words, the best way to come to an 

Art of Hosting is to prepare to pay attention in 
every moment to how you are practicing the 

basics of being in conversations with other 
people: being present, being an active 

participant, taking responsibility for hosting and 

co-creating a space together. 

Luckily, we can also practice the Art of 

Hosting outside of workshops and facilitation 
sessions, because at its core, the Art of Hosting is 

about being together with another person 

consciously. This means that this art is extremely 
easy to practice because there are 7 billion 

humans on earth and each day we interact with 
dozens of them. So every moment can be a little 

learning journey; every conversation, no matter 

how brief, can be practice. 

And what are we practicing for? We are 

practicing for the sake of practice. The practice is 
the practice. 

For a world that is addicted to measurable 
outcomes and a linear progression of competency 

that leads from beginner to expert, this seems 

absurd. Why would I want to practice for the sake 
of practicing? 

 

Co-creating our world 
There are several reasons for this. First this 

kind of conscious practice – of being present as 
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often as possible with everyone you meet – 

actually changes things. It actually shifts the 
social spaces of our world. If you want a kind 

society, you cannot ask for others to provide it 
for you. It arises to the extent that you practice 

it, in every moment. Starting right now. 

And if you want to become good at working 
with other people to make creative decisions and 

choices about the problems we face together, 

practicing on a daily basis and in small ways gets 

you ready for big and surprising challenges. It 

prepares you to meet the challenges that come 
on so fast that you have no time to learn how to 

deal with them. 
Practicing kindness, possibility seeking and 

deep listening on a daily basis ingrains those 
skills and capacities. It makes you a better 

facilitator. It makes you a better parent and a 

better citizen. It even makes you a better cabinet 

maker, a better financial analyst and a better 

claims processor. 
But there is no goal. You cannot practice with 

the idea of achieving an 80% efficacy rate in 

generating creative listening in the moment of 
deepest crises. Practice does not lend itself to 

these kinds of metrics and targets. So let go of 
those expectations. Practice for the sake of it and 

revel in the small shifts that happen around you. 

Become present simply because it is a better 
way to experience the world. Participate fully in 

your interactions with others, ask good questions 
and experience what it is to be hosted. Step up 

and practice kindness in daily interactions to 

discover the core practice of hosting challenging 
spaces. And find a place, moment by moment, to 

co-create the world you want to live in. 
Those of us that work with people have a 

terrific opportunity to practice and improve in 

every moment. Approaching our own training as a 
life long practice opens the possibility that we 

might get very good at it very quickly. Consider 
this an invitation to do so. The world is your dojo. 

Go practice. 

Chris Corrigan and partner Caitlin Frost 

live in Bowen Island, BC, Canada, and run 

Harvest Moon Consultants, Ltd., which offers 

coaching and facilitating to organizations 

and leaders. Chris has been involved with 

the Art of Hosting community since 2003. For 

more, see http://chriscorrigan.com/

parkinglot/?page_id=1524 

This blog post first appeared at http://

chriscorrigan.com/parkinglot/?p=3595 and is 

used here with permission.  

Patricia Kambitsch is an interdisciplinary 

artist, educator, and graphic facilitator 

practicing visual engagement with groups 

and individuals. She lives and works in 

Toronto, Canada, where she facilitates arts 

and self-development programs.  She is a 

regular visual recorder at Toronto's Design 

with Dialogue. This illustration comes from 

her blog at http://www.slowlearning.org/ 

and is used here with permission. 

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR 
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Organising a European conference can be a 

complex and daunting challenge especially for 
rookies and volunteers like ourselves. Florence 

Beraud has kept us on track with her meetings, 
planning and bi-monthly reporting and Ben 

Richardson continues to provide us with 

guidance and support as we move forward. 
Pamela Lupton-Bowers has signed the 

contract with the hotel and is finalizing details 
for the Gala night.  We have options of a great 

Swiss night and also wine tasting of the Swiss 

côte unknown secrets. Switzerland does not 
export many of its wines and you will be 

wonderfully surprised at how good many of them 
are.  

The whole team has been actively involved in 
the review of the logo and website design 

developed by Chris Grambow. We like the 

reference to the flags, reminiscent of the UN 
versions but reflecting our current chapters. We 

are also delighted that Chris managed to include 
our precious Jet d’eau and even the Alps. 

Robert Ayling has finished the on-line 

registration development and is ready to start 
registration. Robert has spent many hours making 

it as user friendly as possible. He has taken 
learning from his own experience working with 

the Halifax team planning the IAF North American 

2012 conference, as well as input from Ben who 

for the past four years has supported IAF Europe 

conferences.  All your information about room 
preference and dietary needs will be addressed, 

and Robert will be your first point of contact. 

 

Website launch May 11th 
Chris Grambow and Glenn Barbeisch have 

discussed the last of the changes for the website 
design based on the Geneva Planning Team 

observations and Chris will be making the 

website available on Friday, May 11th.  The 

website will take you directly to the on-line 

registration so you can start registering as of that 
day.  Pamela  hopes to announce the launch 

during the IAF North American conference in 

Halifax next week. 

Virginia Guerrero and Francis McCaul have 
been meeting with ICVolunteers to identify and 

recruit volunteers for conference. The volunteers 
will assist with on-site support as well as helping 

with marketing and sponsorship services.  If you 
are in the area and even if you are unable to 

help in the planning but are willing to support as  

a speaker buddy or welcome person at the 
airport, please let us know. 

Our theme is Facilitating across Cultures: 
Unleashing the power of diversity.  

Christine Ziegler of the Geneva team and 

Robert Verheule of the IAF Europe team are 
looking for speakers/presenters and developing 

the programme.  We look forward to hear about 
the programme development soon. 

The team is planning an interesting change 

this year with a panel of speakers from the public 

and private sectors instead of a single keynote 

speaker.  This year we would like to bring in the 
voices of organizations that use facilitation 

services to shed light on their changing needs in 

a globalized climate. Pamela Lupton-Bowers and 
Liz Tayfun are currently contacting selected 

potential panel keynote speakers.   
The Geneva Planning Team looks forward to 

bring you a great IAF Europe Conference 2012.  

Our Conference Website and Registration will be 

open Friday May 11th.  There are as always good 

financial benefits of registering early. Come visit 
us and be one of the first to sign up! 

Conference update: 
The Geneva Planning Team has been hard at work this month 
By Glenn Barbeisch and the Conference Team  
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Building the market for facilitation  
By Ivor Bundell 

“What is facilitation? Why is it important and 

to whom?”  
If we can answer these questions we will be 

moving some way towards benefiting the world 
and ourselves! It is an implicit irony that facilita-

tors, who spend their time getting others to work 

together and who enjoy sharing practical ideas 
with colleagues, are actually in direct competition 

with each other.  
We compete in the same small market place 

for an even smaller share of that market. If we 

develop our own client base, then naturally we 
keep it to ourselves, unless we are over-

committed already. This is hardly co-operative 
behaviour, even if it seems economically sensi-

ble.  
Why should we grow the market for facilita-

tion co-operatively rather than individually? Will 

this not simply lead to more competition? I would 
not want to give up my clients and leads, unless I 

was already operating at full capacity, and then 
only to someone I trusted. True, but I am not 

suggesting we do that.  

Rather we need to build the market more 

widely by increasing awareness, putting facilita-

tion into the public eye, showing how it has 
proved beneficial and suggesting where it might 

do so if applied elsewhere e.g. dealing with the 

deficit, building capacity for those in work, tack-
ling social exclusion, assisting SMEs with cultural 

growth, improving the image of businesses, etc. 
To do so facilitation needs to become more 

mature in its recognition of a fundamental eco-

nomic reality: in terms of neutrality, there is al-

ways the matter of who pays the facilitator’s fee? 
Other important realities to consider include: 

what are the ethical values of facilitation? How 
does the genesis and history of facilitation influ-

ence its assumptions and practice (e.g. the civil 

rights movement in the USA, the influence of 
humanistic psychology such as that of Carl Rog-

ers)? In the UK we have a culture of scepticism, 
especially of the latest American fad or anything 

seemingly evangelical.  

So how can we, as IAF Facilitators and/or 
CPFs build the market for facilitation? What do we 

need to do collectively to raise its profile, im-
prove understanding of what it is, what it can do, 

and how it adds value to organisations and socie-
ty? Is there a potential opening into the Private 

sector in the guise of Corporate Social Responsi-

bility (CSR)? How can the Public sector benefit 
more? Is there learning to be transferred from the 

Voluntary and Third sectors?  
These are the questions and issues that I 

propose we consider at the next Branch meeting 

of IAF England and Wales. If you care about facili-

tation and want to improve the market for facili-

tation, or just want to make the world a better 
place, then come along on the 24th May!  

 

Ivor Bundell is the chair of IAF England&Wales. 
The meeting will be held May 24, 13:00-16:30, 
Roots and Shoots, London, England http://
tinyurl.com/d5boaw7 

Welcome, new and returning members 
(April 2012) 

We are delighted to welcome the following 

new members who joined IAF in April: 
��Henrietta Hopkins, UK 

��Clair Jack, UK 
��Gaspard Michelin, France 

��Timofey Nestik, Russian Federation 

��Eleni Papathansopoulou, Greece 
��Staffan Rennermalm, Sweden  

��Yulia Stonogina, Russian Federation 

��Ab Van der Hulst, Netherlands 

 
And we are equally delighted to welcome 

back the following members who renewed 
their membership in April: 

��Gary Austin, UK 

��Marcos Cajina, Spain 
��Maria Elander, Sweden 

��Thomas Faast, Austria 
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��Marsha Frederiks, Netherlands 

��Arcan Güner, Turkey 
��Virginia Humud Guerrero, Switzerland 

��Alexandra Kosulina, Russian Federation 
��Onno Kruitwagen, Netherlands 

��Sladjana Milosevic, Serbia 

��Liliana Mircescu, Switzerland 

��Sally Murfitt, UK 

��Christian Rieckmann, Germany
��Anna Royon-Weigelt, Germany 

��Trevor Stewart, Germany 
��Vagn Strandgaard, Denmark 

��Andrey Zorin, Russian Federation 

If you are interested in posting 

information about an event in 
Europe, you can email rose-

mary.cairns@iaf-europe.eu and I 
will be happy to add it to the calen-

dar. You also can post information about 

events on the IAF Europe Chapters page on 

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/

IAFEuropeChaptersMembers 
IAF events are listed in boldface type. 

 

MAY 2012 
��Group Facilitation Methods, May 1-2, 

London, England (ICA:UK) 

��“Don’t just do something – stand there!”, 
May 2-4, Berlin, Germany (Marvin Weis-

bord and Sandra Janoff; organized by 

Boscop) 

��Whole Person Process Facilitation - May 2

-3, 9-10, 15-16. Online workshop hosted 
by Courage Group International (Canada), 

OpenSpace-Consulting (Sweden) and 
Manaki Consulting (Sweden) 

��Foundations of Appreciative Inquiry, May 

7-11, Amsterdam, Netherlands (Ralph 
Weickel) 

��Empowerment – another application of 
“Yes, And”. May 8, London, England 

(Applied Improvisation Network) 

��CPF assessment event, May 14, Gothen-

burg, Sweden (IAF) 
��Swedish Facilitation Days, May 15-16, 

Gothenburg, Sweden 
��People in Organisations, a New Thinking 

for Troubled Times seminar, May 17, Lon-

don, England (Ned Seabrook, AMED) 

http://tinyurl.com/coxm5v8 

��'Editing at work'. 6th Annual Collabora-

tive Writing Workshop by the sea, May 
18, Brighton, England (AMED) 

��Zenergy workshop Stage 2:  May 21-25, 
England (venue to be determined) 

��IAF England/Wales Chapter Meeting, May 

24, 13:00-16:30, Roots and Shoots, Lon-

don, England http://tinyurl.com/d5boaw7 
��The Art of Hosting Meaningful Conversa-

tion, May 29-30, Zagreb/Medvednica, 

Croatia http://tinyurl.com/7kbjurk 

��Dutch language CPF assessment, May 31, 

Rossum, Netherlands 
��Facilitator Masterclass, Hertfordshire, 

England, May 29-31 (Kaizen Training) 
��Power of the Pen Training, May 31-June 

1, London, England (Nick Payne) http://

bit.ly/IcDeO6 
 

 

JUNE 2012 

��Meeting of IAF Scotland chapter, Glas-

gow, June 11, 14:30 
��AIN Leadership Roadshow, June 1-2, Ber-

lin, Germany (Applied Improvisation Net-
work) http://tinyurl.com/7cjwnav 

��Zenergy Master Class, June 4-7, London, 

England (Dale Hunter and Liam Forde) 

��'Exploring work-life balance', June 15, 

London, England (Shelagh Doonan, 
AMED) 

��Applying the “I” – an AIN day out in 
Brighton, June 17, Brighton, England 

(Applied Improvisation Network) 
��The Art of Hosting conversations that 

matter, June 17-19, Oslo, Norway (in Eng-

lish). More details: 
oddne@futurefields.no 

Facilitation Workshops and  
Meetings 2012 
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��IAF Netherlands conference, “Facilitating in 

the here and now”, June 22. Details at 

http://www.iaf-netherlands.org 
��Art of Hosting training in South Germany (in 

German). June 22-24. http://

tinyurl.com/7pnt576 
��Group Facilitation Methods, June 26-27, Man-

chester, England (ICA:UK) 

��Theatre for living: David Diamond in Berlin, 

June 26-July 1, Berlin, Germany (David Dia-

mond, Headlines Theatre) 
��The Art of Hosting Transformative Conversa-

tion, June 27-30, Norfolk, England (Art of 

Hosting) http://bit.ly/GM7I3y 

 

JULY 2012 
��Le  'Art of Hosting' en région Wallone 

(Belgique), July 4-7.  http://

www.artofhosting.fr/ 

��Theatre for Living: David Diamond in Inns-
bruck, July 7-12, Innsbruck, Austria (David 

Diamond,  Headlines Theatre) 

��Art as a vehicle for true community dia-
logue, July 15-20, Vienna, Austria (David 

Diamond, Headlines Theatre) 
��Theatre for Living, July 22, Graz, Austria 

(David Diamond, Headlines Theatre) 
 

AUGUST 2012 
��Advanced AI workshop, “How do we flourish 

as AI practitioners – at an individual level  

��and as business people?” Aug. 21-23, Bore 
Place, Kent, England (Anne Radford) 

��‘Calling the circle at the centre’, Aug. 26-

Sep. 2, Statenberg Manor, Slovenia (Art of 
Hosting) http://tinyurl.com/84t2ot6 

 

SEPTEMBER 2012 
��Group Facilitation Methods, Sept. 4-5, Man-

chester, England (ICA:UK) 

��Meeting of IAF Scotland chapter, Glasgow 
��Managing conflict, Sept. 13, Glasgow, Scot-

land (Kinharvie Institute) 
 

OCTOBER 2012 
��The facilitative manager, Oct. 3-4, Glasgow, 

Scotland (Kinharvie Institute) 

��IAF Europe conference, Oct. 5-7, Geneva 
(preconference events Oct. 3-4)  

��Creative thinking in the workplace, Oct. 9, 

Glasgow, Scotland (Kinharvie Institute) 

��Dynamic Facilitation and Wisdom Council 

Seminar, Oct. 15-17, Vorarlberg, Austria (Jim  

��and Jean Rough) 
 

NOVEMBER 2012 
��Making meetings more effective, Nov. 7, 

Glasgow, Scotland (Kinharvie Institute) 

��CPF Assessment in Dutch, Nov. 15, Rossum, 

Netherlands (IAF) 
��CPF Assessment, Nov. 20-21, Stockholm, 

Sweden (IAF) 
��Berlin Change Days 2012, Nov. 2-4, Berlin, 

Germany. Registration http://
www.berlinchangedays.com/  

 

DECEMBER 2012 

��Meeting of IAF Scotland chapter, Glasgow 

Dec. 10, 14:30 
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A 
��A better icebreaker (John Lesko) Jan 2012:6-9 
��A call for German-speaking facilitators Jan 

2009:19 
��Acting locally, thinking globally: Our 2010 

European team agenda (Pamela Lupton-Bowers) 
Jan 2010:14-16 
��A day in the life of … (Pamela Lupton-Bowers) 

Mar 2011:12-14 
��A different way to handle the quiet/shy and the 

noisy/verbose (Keith Warren-Price) Aug 2011:9-
12 
��A guide to large-scale deliberative processes Jul 

2010:30 
��A helpful guide to coping with mid-life 

forgetfulness (Cathryn Jakobson Ramin) Jan 
2009:13-15 
��‘A life we would all aspire to’ (Scott Herrington 

and Parisa Taghipoor) May 2010:9-11 
��A look at what lies beneath…Cross-cultural 

perspectives in facilitation for facilitators 
(Patricia Nunis, Hong Mi Chae and Hamidah 
Marican) Jul 2009:12-14 
��A new approach to managing IAF membership 

in Europe (IAF Europe Team) Sep 2010:4-5 
��A new IAF Board nominations & elections 

process for 2010 (Martin Gilbraith) Aug 2010:32 
��A new year’s commitment – where do you 

choose to spend your time? (Gillian Martin 
Mehers) Feb 2012:17-18 
��An introduction to the Jumpstart program 

(Robert Verheule) Sep 2011:10 
��An invitation to facilitators in the UK Feb 

2009:24 
��An invitation to the Summer Institute Jan 

2010:10 
��Applying Improvisation - an emerging network 

(Paul Z Jackson) May 2010:14-15, Apr 2011:12-13 
��Appreciative Inquiry, a catalyst for positive 

results (Ralph Weickel) Jul 2011:12-15 
��Appreciative inquiry – innovating east Apr 

2012:18 
��A reminder about the benefits of group 

membership (Simon Wilson) Sep 2009:17 
��A reminder about the membership pilot project 

Nov 2010:13 
��Are you eligible for a conference scholarship? 

(Ben Richardson) Jul 2011:11 
��A snapshot of dialogue and deliberation 

approaches Mar 2012:10 
��A special CPF opportunity in Geneva Oct 2010:29 
��A tribute to IAF conference volunteers world-

wide (Ann Epps) Jan 2009:18 
��Australasian Facilitators Network Conference 24-

26 November @ Hobart, Tasmania Mar 2010:36 
��A view from the board (Martin Gilbraith) Mar 

2011:18-20 
��Avoiding the groan fest (Penny Walker) Mar 

2010:16-18 
��A whirlwind tour of Istanbul (Rena Bilgin) Sep 

2011:4-5 
 

B 
��“Beancounters” and “loose cannons”: 

Understanding why people in groups think so 
differently (Karen Jackson and Ian Taylor) Oct/
Nov 2009:19-26 
��Behind the scenes at our virtual newsletter 

(Rosemary Cairns) Sep 2009:18 
��Behind the Scenes – Peggy Bushee Services, 

Entendu Ltd Feb 2010:17-18 
��Be the change and see the change at the next 

IAF North America Conference in 2012 Dec 
2011:9 
��Board approves 2010 Business Plan and Budget 

(John Butcher) Dec 2009:19 
��Breaking news – new dates for 2012 IAF Europe 

conference in Geneva Feb 2012:28  
��Bringing IAF to communities: what do you think 

of a possible IAF Europe Tour? (Rosemary 
Cairns) Sep 2009:16-17 
��Building bridges through effective facilitation 

(AMED/IAF) Feb 2012:25 
�� ‘Building bridges through facilitation’ is now 

available online - Autumn 2011 issue of e-
Organisations & People (Rosemary Cairns and 
Bob MacKenzie) Sep 2011:6-8 

 

C 
��Calling members to serve on the IAF global 

board (Julie Larsen) Oct 2010:28 
��‘Can we hold an IAF Europe Conference 

here?’ (Ben Richardson) Sep 2011:11 
��Celebrating 18 years of world Open Space Jun 

2010:14 
��Celebrating 6 chapters in Europe (Kristin 

Reinbach) Nov 2011:22 
��Celebrate Open Space’s 25th birthday in Berlin! 

(Mia Konstantinidou) May 2010:12-13 
��Celebrating ICA:UK’s international work (ICA:UK) 

Jan 2010:5-9 
��Change How You Think; Change How You 

Facilitate (Roger Schwarz) Apr 2010:7-8 

CUMULATIVE INDEX IAF EUROPE 
NEWSLETTER 
By Article Title  
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��Chapter news – IAF England and Wales Oct 2011:23 
��Chapter starter kit is ready (Kristin Reinbach) Dec 

2010/Jan 2011:18 
��‘C’ is for ‘Conference’ - and for ‘Cash Flow’ (Ben 

Richardson) May 2011:8 
��Co-facilitation: does 1 + 1 = 3? (Susan Ward) Apr 

2011:9-11 
��Collaborative leadership - How to be a ‘process 

catalyst’ (Dr. Robyn Keast, Dr. Myrna P. Mandell, the 
Australian Research Alliance for Children and Youth) 
Aug 2011:15-18 
��Communities in control – the first European ABCD 

Conference (Cormac Russell) Aug 2009:8-15 
��Community Outreach Award nominations due by 

Feb. 1 (Mary Sue McCarthy) Jan 2010:17 
��Complex Event? Anatomy of a Facilitator's Notebook 

(Gillian Martin Mehers) Jun 2011:13-14 
��Conference update (Ben Richardson) Oct 2011:18-19 
��Congratulations to new CPFs Dec 2011:11 
��Congratulations to the newest CPFs! (Lindsay 

Wilson) Nov 2011:14 
��Congratulations, new CPFs! Mar 2010:27 
��Congratulations to new Certified Professional 

Facilitators Oct/Nov 2009:27 
��Connected Facilitator:  What’s in the Online Toolbox? 

(Gillian Martin Mehers) May 2011:17-20 
��Connected - personal reflections on teamwork with 

Maureen Jenkins (Carolien de Monchy) Nov 2011:16-
17 
��Convening collaborations (Tanya James) Aug 2011:13

-14 
��Creating a world to which people want to belong 

(Holger Nauheimer) Apr 2009:15-17 
��Creating the Future - in Advance (Alastair Olby) Jun 

2009:7-11 
��Creative experimentation and purposeful play: 

Facilitating engagement, collaboration and learning 
(Elizabeth McDonnell) May 2011:15-16 
��Creativity and the facilitation process (Karen Jackson 

and Ian Taylor) Apr 2010:15-19 
��Cross-Cultural Collision Caused by One Word (Gillian 

Martin Mehers) Sep 2009:14 
��Crowd Wise - A new approach to participative 

decision-making (Perry Walker) Aug 2010:10-14 
��Cultural connections: A winter’s journey in Asia 

(Annette Moench) Feb 2010:2-3 
 

D 
��Dansk Facilitatortræf 2010 - Denmark’s first big 

Facilitator Get Together (Nille Skalts) Oct 2010:18-19 
��Democracy walls (Giacomo Rambaldi) Apr 2010:11-14 
��Denmark’s first Facilitator Get Together (Louise 

Werner Gielsager) Feb 2011:15-18 
��Designing elegant process (Pamela Lupton-Bowers) 

Aug 2011:4-8 
��Developing a mission statement: a case study 

(Michael Wilkinson) Oct 2010:23-24 
��Developing a Strategic War Room through 

Facilitation (Krister Forsberg and Per-Olov Olsson) 
Dec 2009:12-16 
��Developments in the IAF Europe leadership team 

(Martin Gilbraith) Dec 2009:22 

��Diversity in teams – an aid to facilitation? (Karen 
Jackson and Ian Taylor) Jun 2009:12-18 
��Don’t just do something – stand there! (Mia 

Konstantinidou) Mar 2012:11 
��Don’t miss out on 10 great events! Sep 2011:8-9 
��Don’t miss this rare opportunity! IAF Europe 

Conference 2009, Keble College Oxford Jul 2009:2 
��Drivers Model: the Secrets to Facilitating Strategy 

(Michael Wilkinson) Apr 2011:16-20 
 

E 
��Ecological Facilitation: A gritty and creative approach 

to leadership (Anna Lodge) Feb 2011:4-7 
��Effective workshops in five steps (Annet Noordik 

and Jeroen Blijsie) Dec 2008:13-15 
��11 ways to build more learning into your work life 

(Gillian Martin Mehers) Dec 2009:10-11 
��Enhancing learning power: effective lifelong learning 

(Ann Alder) Dec 2010/Jan 2011:11-13 
��Enthusiastic response to membership pilot project 

(IAF Europe Team) Oct 2010:29-30 
��Erich Neuland at 70! Nov. 2011:18 
��European Citizens’ Consultation 2009 (Involve) Feb 

2009:23-24 
��European Joint Masters International 

Communications, linking the IAF and the academic 
world (Jon Jenkins) Dec 2008:16-17 
��Europe Matters: creating community through deep 

dialogue (Rosemary Cairns with Jean-Claude and 
Arlene Audergon, photos by Boris Sopko, Michal 
Duda, and Kiro Zabinska) May 2009:2-9 
��Europe Matters Forum, Slovakia, April 24-29 Jan 

2009:19 
��Exploring how facilitators can add value in tough 

times (Tony Mann) Jul 2009:9-11 
��Exploring learner-centred facilitation (Pamela Lupton

-Bowers) Apr 2012:11-12 
��Exploring ‘what is’ and ‘what could be’ ...with 

spectrums, dots and templates (Elisabeth (Lizzie) 
Crudgington) Jan 2012:10-11 

 

F 
��facilitate this! celebrates 10 years Feb 2012:26 
��Facilitating remotely - How technological 

advancements are helping usher in a new era of 
collaborative working! (Tony Mann) Aug 2010:4-9 
��Facilitating the unknown and mastering it (Sona 

Karikova) Oct 2010:12-13 
��Facilitating the unknown and mastering it (Sona 

Karikova) Feb 2011:10-14 
��Facilitating risk management (Penny Pullan, 

illustrations Vanessa Randle) Jun 2011:10-12  
��Facilitating Virtual Collaboration (Holger Nauheimer 

and Sofia Bustamante) Jul 2009:7-8 
��Facilitation Days 2011: Gothenburg, Sweden (Susann 

Lind) Mar 2011:10-11 
��Facilitation in Eastern Europe – Experience from 

Serbia and Montenegro (Sla ana Milo evi  and 
Bojan uri ) Dec 2008:2-6 
��Facilitation of online learning: an art and a 

profession (Simon Koolwijk) Apr 2009:11-14 
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�� ‘Facilitation – profession of bridging cultures’ - IAF 
Europe meets in Groningen, Netherlands, Oct. 3-5, 
2008 Nov 2008:2-9 
��Facilitation training - Can it work one-to-one? 

(Penny Walker, with Lan Levy and Michael Randel) 
Feb 2012:4-7 
��Facilitators: To your health! (Gillian Martin Mehers) 

Dec 2011:8 
��Facilitator’s Practice Group - Creating a collaborative 

learning community (Ashiq Khan and Fran O’Hara) 
May 2011:11-14 
��Farewell to IAF Nederland (Maureen Jenkins) Oct 

2011:21 
��Fats and carbs - Cheap food for delegates has to 

stop! (Keith Warren-Price) Apr 2012:15 
��Find a Facilitor (Bill Reid) Apr 2012:18 
��First Roger Schwarz Workshop in Europe Aug 2009:22

-23 

G 
��Geneva will host the 2012 European conference 

(Pamela Lupton-Bowers) Nov 2011:15 
��Get Inspired at the 2009 IAF Europe Conference 

(Gary Purser) Sep 2009:2-3, Feb 2009:2-8 
��Getting good with names (Gillian Martin Mehers) Jul 

2010:20-21 
��Getting the group to do the writing: From just 

participation into real engagement (Keith Warren-
Price and Bruce Rowling) Jul 2009:14-15 
��Global facilitation opportunities through the IAF 

network (Gary Austin) Mar 2011:17 
��Gothenburg, Sweden - The Facilitation Days 2012 

(Jonas Roth and Malin Morén, photos by Trevor 
Durnford) Mar 2012:4-6 
��Graphical Facilitation: A Journey of Discovery (Penny 

Pullan) Aug 2009:4-6 
��Green World Café (Anders Vesterberg) Dec 2008:7-9 
��Group Problem Solving and Diversity (Karen Jackson 

and Ian Taylor) Aug 2009:16-21 
��Growing together as facilitators – The Swedish 

facilitators network (Pia Larsson) Jan 2010:4 
 

H 
��Happy Birthday and Welcome: Five new Chapters 

(Kristin Reinbach) Apr 2011:8 
��Happy new year! (Martin Gilbraith) Feb 2011:26 
��Harvesting the gifts of stories in a group (Mary Alice 

Arthur, Monica Nissén & Ria Baeck) Nov 2010:8-12 
��Helping communities know their place and find their 

story (Greg Baeker and Jeanette Hanna) Aug 2009:4-7 
��Helping us to focus on the future – Keynote speaker 

Rohit Talwar (Gary Purser) Apr 2009:18-19 
��Helsinki is getting closer… (Ben Richardson) Sep 

2010:12-13 
��Hosting collaboration through conversation and 

inquiry in local communities (Linda Joy Mitchell) Sep 
2011:16-20 
��Hotel Hellsten - making a difference that matters 

(Kicki Oljemark) Dec 2009:9 
��Hot off the press - Issue #11 of the IAF’s Group 

Facilitation: A Research and Applications Journal 
(Stephen Thorpe) Jan 2012:12 

��How facilitation is changing with Generation Y (Elif 
Duru Gönen) Nov 2011:7-10 
��How proverbs are building organisational capacity in 

Africa: old values, new approach (Dr. Chiku 
Malunga) Mar 2009:15-20 
��How the classic Open Space guide was translated 

into Russian (Elena Marchuk) Mar 2009:11-14 
��How to ignite a fire with the right starting question 

(Michael Wilkinson) Jan 2012:4-6 
��How to turn dry workshop topics into a game 

(Gillian Martin Mehers) Feb 2010:4-5 
��How to use graphic facilitation and visual 

information to get better results from business 
meetings (Kevin Holligan) Jul 2009:18-19 
 

I 
��IAF-Benelux Conference 2010 - Brain Business and 

Facilitation (Carolien de Monchy) Oct 2010:4-7 
��IAF Board of Directors - A retirement, an 

appointment and a vacancy for marketing (Martin 
Gilbraith) Feb 2012:20 
��IAF Board seeks Director for Sponsorships, 

Endorsements and Partnerships Mar 2012:10 
��IAF certification – Gothenburg, Sweden Feb 2012:26 
��IAF Channel on YouTube (Bill Reid) Sep 2011:30 
��IAF England and Wales chapter up and running (Ivor 

Bundell) Sep 2011:30 
��IAF Europe 2009 Conference to be held at Oxford 

University Jan 2009:18 
��IAF Policy and Procedures Committee (Linda 

Starodub) Apr 2012:19 
��IAF Scotland holds its inaugural meeting (Ronnie 

McEwan) Feb 2012:22 
��IAF’s first step in Turkey (Rengin Akkemik) Jul 

2010:25 
��IAF Europe Conference 2010: Latest News (Ben 

Richardson) May 2010:4-5 
��IAF Europe Conference 2010: Latest News (Ben 

Richardson) Jun 2010:4-5 
��IAF Europe Conference Update, Helsinki, Finland. 

Oct. 15-17 Apr 2010:4-5 
��IAF Europe – Professional Development 2010 (Gary 

Purser) Jan 2010:11 
��IAF Europe Team  holds its first face to face 

planning session Dec 2008:17-18 
��IAF German Chapter Update (Holger Scholz) Mar 

2010:25 
��IAF members set the flag for facilitation in Germany 

(Holger Scholz) Dec 2008:18 
��“I am the architect of OUR future”: Future Search in 

Derry-Londonderry Jul 2009:24-27 
��Improving how we communicate (Ben Richardson) 

Jul 2011:10 
��Inside the Assessment Process Nov. 2008: 9-10 
��Inside a CPF Assessment (Ben Richardson and 

Lindsay Wilson) Mar 2011:8-9 
��Inspirational practices Mar 2012:10 
��Introducing Kristin Reinbach, IAF Europe team 

member responsible for Chapters and Membership 
Growth Jan 2010:11-13 
��Introducing Pamela Lupton-Bowers, new regional 

representative Dec 2009:20-21 
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��Introducing the new IAF Board Nominations 
Committee (Martin Gilbraith) Oct 2010:27-28 
��Introducing the new IAF Europe team (Rosemary 

Cairns, Martin Gilbraith, and Gary Purser) Nov 
2008:14-17 
��Introducing the Turkish team (Rengin Akkemik) Apr 

2011:7 
��It’s all an inside job (Kimberley Hare) Sep 2011:12-15 
��‘It is an honor to be connected’: A note from Sandra 

Janoff, Facilitator of Derry’s Future Search (Sandra 
Janoff) Jul 2009:28-29 

J 
��Join us in cyber-space! Mar 2009:21-22 
��Jumpstart into facilitating 80 people (Tatjana 

Obradovic Tosic) Nov 2011:11-13 
 

K 
��Kia Kaha, Jon (Stephen Thorpe) Jun 2010:10 
��Knowing you, Knowing them – the secrets of hidden 

communication (Justin Collinge) Mar 2010:8-10 
 

L 
��Launch of IAF’s first Danish chapter Oct 2010:27 
��Learning by doing - practicing democracy at the 

Berlin Agora (Frauke Godat) Sep 2011:21-23 
��Learning, sharing, drumming and sauna: the 2010 

European conference (Rosemary Cairns) Nov 2010:4-
7 
��“Leaving the space of a forest” (Rosemary Cairns) 

May 2010:6-8 
��Lifting the veil (Robert Verheule) May 2011:9-10 
��Living, laughing and learning together (Gary Purser) 

Oct/Nov 2009:2-4 
��Look behind you! The webinar facilitator’s non-

technical checklist (Gillian Martin Mehers) Mar 
2010:21-23 

M 
��Magic Innovation Leadership - Releasing the 

Innovative Power of a Group (Kristin Reinbach) Sep 
2010:14-16 
��Making the Most of Opportunity (Kevin Bishop) Apr 

2010:9-10 
��Manual – Preparation of Municipal Coordinators for 

a Strategic Planning Process (Sladjana Milosevic) Jul 
2010:30-31 
��Martin Gilbraith named Chief Executive of ICA:UK 

(ICA:UK) Feb 2010:19 
��Membership fees change (IAF Europe Office) Feb 

2011:27 
��Metalog Training Tools: Living Metaphors for Change 

(Tobias Voss) Jul 2009:17 
��Metaphors - Meta Force! (Tobias Voss) Dec 2009:3-8 
��Method of the Month:  
��Assumption Articulation (IAF Methods Database) Sep 

2010:22 
��Donut Prioritization (Maureen Jenkins, IAF Methods 

Database) Dec 2010/Jan 2011:14 
��Earthquake! (Maureen Jenkins, IAF Methods 

Database) Feb 2012:19 

��Instant Service Development & the Treasure Chest of 
Gifts (IAF Methods Database) May 2011:21 
��Movie Posters (IAF Methods Database) Aug 2010:33-

34 
��New ways to get to know one another (Maureen 

Jenkins, IAF Methods Database) Jan 2012:13 
��Project Tree (IAF Methods Database) Feb 2011:19 
��Recipes for Teamwork (IAF Methods Database) Oct 

2010:26 
��Ritual Dissent/Assent (Maureen Jenkins, IAF 

Methods Database) July 2011:21 
��Silent Mind Map (Maureen Jenkins, IAF Methods 

Database) Jun 2011:19 
��Sweet Stories (IAF Methods Database) Oct 2011:20 
��The Handover Workshop (Maureen Jenkins, IAF 

Methods Database) Mar 2012:8 
��The Teleconference Roundtable (IAF Methods 

Database) Nov 2010:13 
��“The Wind Blows For…” (IAF Methods Database) Nov 

2011:19 
��Wall of Woe (IAF Methods Database) Dec 2011:10 
��More smiles than tears at Geneva CPF assessment 

(Pamela Lupton-Bowers) Feb 2011:8-9 
��More tools for techie facilitators and trainers - 

Evernotes and Irisnotes (Gillian Martin Mehers) Mar 
2011:15-16 
��Moscow’s second facilitation conference (Ben 

Richardson) Apr 2011:7 
��Moving from Either/Or to Both/And Thinking (Roger 

Schwarz) Mar 2012:9 
 

N 
��National story-telling week Jan 31-Feb 9 Jan 2009:20 
��New basic info pack about facilitation and the IAF 

(Kristin Reinbach) May 2011:22 
��New book shares knowledge and skills for coaching 

in Serbia Jul 2009:30 
��New developments at the IAF Methods Database 

(Maureen Jenkins) Dec 2011:10-11 
��New Dotmocracy Handbook Jul 2010:29 
��New IAF Methods Database platform will provide 

new services (Jon Jenkins) Jul 2009:31-32 
��News from the European Team: April 2009 Report to 

Members (Martin Gilbraith) Apr 2009:20-23 
��New thinking for troubled times (AMED seminar) Feb 

2012:26 
��Nominations for the IAF board are now open (Julie 

Larsen) Aug 2011:21 
��Non-verbal communication - Hand signs offer a 

solution for complex group settings (Jan Haverkamp) 
Jan 2009:2-9 
��North American conference update Feb 2012:27 
��North Italy chapter focuses on active aging (Gian 

Carlo Manzoni) Feb 2012:25 
��Not your father’s Power-Point presentation (Gillian 

Martin Mehers) May 2010:21-22 
 

O 
��Occupy movement the revolution will need marker 

pens (Penny Walker) Dec 2011:4-5  
��Once upon a time, at the castle… (Mary-Alice Arthur, 
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pictures by Helen Titchen Beeth) Jun 2011:15-18 
��Online Facilitation Adapting to a Virtual Environment 

with Free(mium) Tools (Elisabeth (Lizzie) 
Crudgington) Jul 2011:16-20 
��On track for Istanbul in October (Ben Richardson) Jul 

2011:8-9 
��On Your Knees! Exploring status in facilitation (Viv 

McWaters) Jul 2010:8-9 
��Opening a new chapter for the IAF (Simon Wilson) 

Dec 2008:20-21 
��Open Space enhances Resurgence Reader’s 

Weekend (Patricia Lustig) Sep 2010:6-7 
��Open Space Technology is alive, growing and 

developing all over Eastern Europe (Csaba Császár, 
Bohdan Maslych, Igor Ovchinniko and Jo Toepfer) 
Mar 2009:2-10 
��Organisational Transformation - Frameworks and 

tools for facilitating ‘whole systems’ change (Bill 
Staples and Martin Gilbraith) Jul 2009:3-4 
��Our World Café: Kitchen Table Conversations for 

Change (Gillian Martin Mehers) Feb 2009:11-14 
 

P 
��Paper free and fast (Gillian Martin Mehers) Jun 

2010:12-13 
��Participatory development assessment - Subjective 

truths (Ton Dietz, Francis Obeng, Jerim Obure, Fred 
Zaal) May 2010:16-20 
��Pattern Making, Pattern Breaking - Facilitating 

learning groups to create changes in behavior (Ann 
Alder)Aug 2010:15-16 
��Plan for the harvest - insights from strategic 

sustainable development research (Tracy 
Meisterheim, Steven Cretney and Alison Cretney) 
Dec 2011:6-7 
��Playing and learning at facilitation camp (Martin 

Grimshaw) Oct 2010:16-17 
��Practical ethics for facilitating participatory 

community mapping (Giacomo Rambaldi, Robert 
Chambers, Mike McCall and Jefferson Fox) Feb 
2010:6-15 
��Preparing for the CPF assessment: my story (Roman 

Neumayer) Dec 2009:17-18 
��Professional documentation: your post-event 

business card (Eva Seifert and Josef Seifert) Sep 
2010:17-19 
��Professional Indemnity Insurance with IAF Europe 

Sep 2011:30 
��Promoting professional facilitation in the Balkans – a 

new guide (Sla ana Milo evi  and Bojan 
Đurić) Nov 2011:20-21 

Q 
��Q&A: Partners in Facilitation  (Chris Whitehead) Sep 

2010:8-9 

R 
��Reaching out to introverts Apr 2012:18 
��Registration now open for IAFNA 2010 Conference 

Jan 2010:18-19 
��Resolving problematic group situations (Pamela 

Lupton-Bowers) Mar 2010:19-20 

��Rites, myths, magical tools & paradoxes in Helsinki 
2010 (Ben Richardson) Jul 2010:4-7 
 

S 
��Salford’s Future Search – connecting people to 

opportunity (Cliodhna Mulhern) Apr 2009:2-10 
��Saluting Jim Campbell’s work, and choosing a new 

team (Gary Austin) Nov 2008:13-14 
��Schuman's Rules of Problem Solving (Sandor 

Schuman) Feb 2011:22-24 
��Seeing the Big Picture – Amongst the Dreaming 

Spires (Vanessa Randle) Oct/Nov 2009:5-7 
��Seeking a widening cycle of learning between 

'doing' and 'being' (James Traeger) Feb 2009:18-22 
��Seeking member for Community Outreach (Mary Sue 

McCarthy) Oct/Nov 2009:28 
��Seeking partners in Europe! (Michael Wilkinson) Oct 

2010:25 
��Serbian Facilitators Network (Suzanna Zivkovic) Dec 

2008:18 
��Setting the record straight – Speed Networking 

charts Dec 2009:2 
��7 Steps to Collective Intelligence (Kosha Anja 

Joubert) Sep 2009:7-9 
��Seven tips for using technology to inspire, not tire! 

(Justin Collinge) Jul 2010:26-27 
��Shaping effective, inspiring human interaction 

through design (Nille Skalts) Jul 2010:10-17 
��Sharing energy, enthusiasm and learning: The 3rd 

Russian facilitators conference (Pamela Lupton-
Bowers) Apr 2012:13-14 
��Sharing knowledge – tell us a story (New 

Agriculturist) Jan 2009:10-12 
��Special meeting by electronic poll Nov. 14-28 (Martin 

Gilbraith) Oct 2011:22 
��Speed networking: how everyone can meet 

everyone else (Ben Craven) Oct/Nov 2009:17-18 
��Starting to build bridges, IAF Europe Conference 

2011 (Ben Richardson) Apr 2011:4-6 
��Stories at scale - Making Community Voice Visible 

(Irene Guijt and Marc Maxson) Sep 2011:24-29 
��Strengthening facilitation in communities in 

Glasgow: The Community Facilitators' Network 
(Martin Pearson) Feb 2009:9-10 
��Sustaining chapter momentum and energy – the IAF 

Geneva example (Pamela Lupton-Bowers) Jul 2011:4-
7  
��Sustaining ourselves as practitioners as the 

organizational climate changes (Anne Radford) Mar 
2010:11-15 
 

T 
��Taking the Long Elevator: 13 Tips for Good Pecha 

Kuchas (Gillian Martin Mehers) Oct 2010:14-15 
��Tasting the Future – Tangy fresh process (Penny 

Walker) Aug 2010:17-19 
��10 Magic Facilitation Methods for Istanbul (Kristin 

Reinbach) Jul 2010:22-24 
��10 myths about the brain (Dr. Trish Riddell) Feb 

2012:8-14 
��“Tervetuloa Suomeen” Welcome to Finland IAF 
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Europe Conference 2010 | Friday Oct. 15th -Sunday 
Oct. 17th Mar 2010:24 
��The Art of Harvesting Interaction in Groups (Nick 

Payne) Oct 2010:20-22 
��The Art of Hosting Transformative Conversations 

June 27–30 in Norfolk UK Mar 2012:11-12 
��The art of online facilitation Apr 2012:18 
��The Athenian Circle (Maria Bakari) Feb 2012:15-16 
��The big slow down: Facilitation design 

considerations when partially abled (Gillian Martin 
Mehers) Feb 2011:20-21 
��The European Chapters Page on Facebook (Kristin 

Reinbach) Feb 2012:21 
��The eyes have it! Celebrating the fun and 

possibilities of visual communication at the 
Facilitators Practice Group (Anna Geyer and Fran 
O'Hara) Apr 2012:4-8 
��The Facilitation Days 2010, Gothenburg, Sweden 

(Malin Morén, Jonas Roth) Feb 2010:16-17 
��The Facilitator as Leader (Irwin Turbitt) Jul 2009:18 
��The IAF Europe 2012 Conference, Geneva, Oct. 5-7 - 

Coming together to solve challenges in a shrinking 
world (Glenn Barbeisch and the conference team) 
Apr 2012:9-10 
��The Methods Database Newsletter resumes 

publication Jul 2010:28-29 
��The Mobile Facilitator’s Checklist (Gillian Martin 

Mehers) Oct 2011:16-17 
��The nearest exist may be behind you! (Gillian Martin 

Mehers)  Aug 2010:30-31 
��The new Common Wisdom (Jim Campbell) Oct 

2011:12-15 
��Theory of Change Training - Notes from the Field 

(Heléne Clark) Oct 2011:4-7 
��‘The power and uniqueness of facilitation’: 

reflections from the CPF Assessment, Switzerland, 
December 2008 Feb 2009:15-17 
��The power of knowing patterns and doing less 

(Rosemary Cairns) Aug 2011:19 
��The process manager’s job is to make things run 

smoothly (Peter Coesmans) Nov 2008:11-13 
��The Seven Separators of Great Facilitation (Michael 

Wilkinson) Aug 2010:20-26, Jul 2009:4-6 
��The shyest person in the room - what the 

improvisers say (Paul Z Jackson) Oct 2011:8-11 
��The Swedish Facilitation Days (Malin Morén, Jonas 

Roth) Apr 2010:6 
��The 2010 IAF Europe Conference Feb 2010:19 
��The two-day total Twitter immersion: using Twitter 

for social learning (Gillian Martin Mehers) Jan 2010:2
-3 
��The UK Facilitator’s Network - A Brief History (Gary 

Austin) Sep 2010:10-11 
��The world is coming to Oxford in September 2009: a 

conference update (Ben Richardson) Aug 2009:2-3 
��Third annual Russian facilitators conference will 

highlight new IAF Russia chapter  (Liudmila 
Dudorova) Mar 2012:7 
��‘Throwing a line across’ Building bridges in Istanbul 

and around Europe (Rosemary Cairns) Nov 2011:4-6 
��Training in the Most Significant Change Evaluation 

Technique (Fiona Kotvojs) Sep 2009:10-11 
��Training Workshop: Methods for strategic 

collaboration (Cliodhna Mulhern) Sep 2009:12-13 
��Transformative Facilitation - An adventure journey 

for living, acting and operating (Annette Moench 
and Hannelore Schnellbuegel) Dec 2010/Jan 2011:4-
10 
��Turkish facilitators begin ‘building bridges’ (Rengin 

Akkemik) May 2011:4-7 
��Transforming local authorities to enablers of change 

(Liz Richardson) Mar 2011:4-7 
��27 candidates, 13 countries at Istanbul CPF 

assessment (Lindsay Wilson) Sep 2011:10-11 
��2011 - a busy year for the IAF Europe team (Pamela 

Lupton-Bowers) Jan 2012:14 
��20 questions about Helsinki (Ben Richardson) Oct 

2010:8-10 
��2001 Election Results Oct 2011:22 
 

U 
��Updates from Chicago - a message from the 

European Rep (Pamela Lupton-Bowers) May 2010:23-
24 
��Update from nominations committee (Julie Larsen) 

Nov 2010:14 
 

V 
��Vancouver hosts first 2009 conference Jan 2009:16-17 
 

W 
��When I was a game (Gillian Martin Mehers) Sep 

2010:20-21 
��‘When the big supermarket comes to town’: Designs 

for participative community decision-making (Bill 
Mayon-White and Ayleen Wisudha) Jul 2009:16 
��Who's afraid of climate change? The story of a 

research paper (Penny Walker) Dec 2008:10-12 
��Why circle is the core group process for emerging 

participatory leadership (Christina Baldwin and Ann 
Linnea) Jun 2011:4-6 
��Why Facilitation Matters (Ingrid Bens) Apr 2012:16-17 
��Why won’t leaders facilitate? (Ingrid Bens) Jul 

2010:18-19, Apr 2011:14-15 
��Working Boldly with Appreciative Inquiry (Julie 

Barnes and Anne Radford) Jun 2009:2-6 
��Working in Blended Realities (Dr. Dale Hunter and 

Stephen Thorpe) Jul 2009:8-9 
��World Cafe gives voice to Scottish students 

(Inverclyde Now and Fiona MacNeill) Aug 2010:27-29 
��World Wide Views: Citizen deliberation in a 

globalised world (Thea Shahrokh) Mar 2010:4-7 
��‘Wouldn’t it be great if we could have fun at 

work?” (Ann Alder) Jun 2010:6-9 
��Would you like a chapters blog? (Kristin Reinbach) 

Mar 2011:17 
 

Y 
��Your IAF needs you! Let’s take it to the next level 

with a local level and more members! Apr 2010:20-
21 
��Your IAF needs you! New opportunities with the IAF 
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Europe leadership team (Martin Gilbraith) Sep 
2009:15-16 
��Your ideas for IAF Europe in 2009 Nov 2008:18-20 
��“Your life made ours better” (Sladjana Milosevic and 

Bojan Djuric) May 2010:8 
��Youth in the center in Moldova (Simon Koolwijk) Jun 

2010:10-11 
��Your stories from the 2009 conference! Oct/Nov 

2009:9-16 

��Z 
��Zenergy workshops in Europe this spring Feb 

2012:27 
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